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inSights Program Overview
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Increase usability

Flexible, expanded 
formatting

Quicker turnaround

Easier to access

Improve timeliness & 
expand insights

Enhance accuracy 
& confidenceRedesign Goals



Member Research Taskforce Member Company

Jennifer Wright Marcolin

Elias Soussou FGX

Nick LaManna Hoya

Melanie Mills Essilor

José Alonso Essilor

Jeremy Hawk Cooper Vision

Taryn Prince VSP

Frannie Fickling Warby Parker

Christie Smiley Eyemart Express

Jacqui Pugsley Zeiss

Craig LaManna Maui Jim

Monthly meetings

Provided feedback on 
Consumer inSights and 
Provider inSights survey and 
reports

Provided input into future 
topics for ad-hoc, in-depth 
research reports

Planning to review updated 
market modeling methodology
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S U P P O R T E D  B Y  A M E T H O D O L O G Y  R E D E S I G N  &
M O D E R N  T E C H N O L O G Y  U P G R AD E

Consumer
inSights

Provider
inSights

Focused
inSights

Industry 
Data 

inSights
Market

inSights
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Consumer inSights 
Quarterly summary of revised 
monthly consumer survey about 
vision correction, eye exams, frames 
and lens purchases, contact lenses, 
plano sunglasses, and over-the-
counter readers. 

Data is representative of the US 
adult population, with 15,000 
respondents per quarter. 

These reports do not contain 
market size estimates.
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Consumer inSights+

Topic area reports:

– Vision correction

– Managed vision care

– Eye exams

– Eyeglasses, lenses, and frames

– Contact lenses

– Plano sunglasses

– Readers

Demographic crosstabs:

– Age

– Gender

– Race

– Ethnicity

– Region (9 US Census regions)

– Household income

– Education level

Other crosstabs:

– Net promoter score detail (by 
provider, channel, purchase 
detail)

– By managed vision care 
status

– By lens type

– By contact lens supply and 
modality
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Provider inSights
Quarterly summary of monthly 
eyecare provider survey about their 
practice, economic sentiment, 
telehealth offerings, staffing, and 
other rotating topics. 

Trended reporting will begin in Q2.

Substantial detail about practices: 
revenue, number of employees, 
services provided, MVC accepted, 
etc.
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Focused inSights
New, in-depth new special interest reports on 
topics important to members. Data sources 
for these reports include ad-hoc consumer 
surveys and transaction data (when 
applicable). 

2022 Reports

• Consumer choices

• Sunglasses snapshot

• Digital habits / online shopping

• Frames

• Lenses
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https://thevisioncouncil.org/research-reports

https://thevisioncouncil.org/research-reports
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Industry Data inSights 
New research program that will replace previous member 
data collection programs, like the lens shipment report and 
the lab stats report.

Members contributing to the reports will be able to 
benchmark their data against anonymized, aggregated 
data in an online portal, allowing contributing members to 
easily download Excel reports and PowerPoint 
presentations with their benchmarked data.

In 2022, The Vision Council plans to begin data collection 
and reporting for the following content areas:

• Lens 

• Lab

• Plano sunglasses

• Over-the-counter readers 
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Market inSights
These reports will include annual 
market estimates of market size 
and forecasts for the coming 
year using predictive analytics. 

These reports will rely consumer 
survey data, provider survey 
data, transaction data, and 
member-reported data to create 
the market size estimates and 
forecast.
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Q2 Q3 Q4Q1

*Industry Data inSights report topics and timing contingent upon member participation

2022 inSights Report Roadmap

Consumer choices

Sunglasses snapshot
Digital habits

Frames
Lenses

Provider inSights

Focused inSights

Industry Data inSights*

Market inSights

Lens

Lab

Sunglasses

Readers

Consumer inSights
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Trending data over time
When trending consumer survey data, we will be using raw counts from prior VisionWatch 
surveys, not the published modeled market estimates from prior VisionWatch reports, so 
the data used in the trending will differ from the data published in prior VisionWatch reports

Q2 2021 Q3 2021 Q4 2021 Q1 2022 Q2 2022



Focused inSights
Consumer Choices
2022

Download the full report here

https://thevisioncouncil.org/product/focused-insights-2022-consumer-choices-report


Questions



Thank you!
Alysse Henkel
Director of Research Data and Analytics
ahenkel@thevisioncouncil.org

mailto:ahenkel@thevisioncouncil.org


“The Consumer Pipeline 
of Potential”
Why Understanding Behavior is Key to Conversion

Presented by Dean Browell, PhD



Understanding the pipeline of potential 
customers starts with their behavior and decision 
making, not just the lagging indicators of sales 
data. In this talk we will reveal qualitative and 
quantitative data that examines issues of trust
and choice with eye care providers and a study of 
the state of like services.





book available on

playlist available on





Sales is a lagging indicator. 

Let’s get smarter about what’s 
happening before conversion.

Behavior and expectation changes are 
knowable.



Qualitative Study
• Feedback study

• 100,000+ posts analyzed

• 230 unique conversations

• Deeper look into healthcare decision-
making



Quantitative Study
• Morning Consult study

• 2200 Adults Surveyed

• Included interesting healthcare 
decision-making elements



Key Concept
• Acceptors: Those who subscribe to the 

idea of annual eye exams

• Rejectors: Those who deliberately avoid 
the eye doctor



Themes
• Trust

• Choice (and Decision-Making)

• Like Services / Healthcare Puzzle





Look Who’s Talking

• Women make up most eye care discussions

• Many are aware that they’re overdue for an exam
• But being aware and action aren’t the same thing

• Misconceptions and misinformation, from how they need 
to behave to what to trust/expect, run rampant in 
Rejectors and those who listen to them

• Even those who know they need care and are actively 
seeking it are stymied by appointment availability
• Interesting –didn’t show up in Morning Consult study

Qual



Qual



Qual



0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%

Facebook

Instagram

TikTok

Twitter

Google Reviews

Yelp Reviews

Condition-specific forum or group

Which of the following platforms do you use to find 
information about your health care? 

Quant



Look Who’s Talking II

• From acceptors to rejectors, general eye health forums 
and threads are massively active, and this community 
acts as a trusted alternative to professionals for self-
diagnosis, eye health information, seeking affordable 
quality practices, and expectations about eye care
• The good news is that these respondents tend heavily 

toward evangelizing regular eye exams

• Condition-specific forums have conversations on 
particular severe eye issues
• “Zebras v. Horses” - we’ll come back to this

Qual



Qual



Qual



0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%

Network of Insurance Coverage (In-Network Provider)

Location

Quality of Care

"One Stop Shop" Opportunity to Purchase Eyewear

Reputation

Cost

Recommendation or Referral

Why do you choose to go to your usual eye care 
provider? 

Quant

(Customer Service, Appointment Availability, Bedside Manner, COVID-19 Safety Precautions, 
Telehealth Options, Online or Texting Scheduling, Out of Habit, None of the Above 

all at 4% or less each)



0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45%

Customer Service

Appointment Availability

Reputation

Cost

Quality of Care

Bedside Manner

Which of the following reasons best describes why 
you are not satisfied with the quality of your last 
eye exam? 

Quant (Insurance Coverage, Lack of or Poor Telehealth Options, Lack of COVID-19 Safety Precautions
all at 4% or less each)



Look Who’s Talking III

• Rejectors can be converted by positive eye care 
experiences that educate them past their misconceptions 
compassionately and accessibly

• On forums some believe and evangelize that 
ophthalmologists are more reliable than optometrists

• Many trust the reliability and price accessibility of retail 
eye exams
• …but only where it is apparent their care and other 

needs come before sales
• Poor sales tactics from anyone creates rejectors

Qual



Which of the following factors would influence 
your decision to find a different eye care provider?

Quant

Top Selections (>20%):
• Quality of Care
• Network Insurance Coverage
• Cost
• Location





Meanwhile… 
In Another Study



Feedback recently did a broader 
healthcare study of Disrupting 
Healthcare Behaviors such as 
telehealth, at-home services, tech, 
retail healthcare, and more 



Major behavioral takeaways from that study:

1

2

In some cases, the quality of care is 
considered better among “disruptor” services

There is a behavioral shift that sees disruptor 
advantages as being perfect for average 
person use – and “traditional” care as full of 
barriers; “Horse v. Zebra” analogy

Bonus
Qual



Major behavioral takeaways from that study:

3

4

Key Question: Are you buying care or 
receiving care?

Retail options don’t pretend that customers 
aren’t buying care and that lets their 
convenience and service become 
components of care quality

Bonus
Qual



2014

Bonus
Qual



Bonus
Qual

2021



We are NOT seeing this 
expectation in the optical 
industry… yet.





0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%

Very Concerned

Somewhat Concerned

Not Too Concerened

Not At All Concerened

Don't Know / No Opinion

How concerned are you, if at all, about not having an 
eye exam for over 12 months? 

Quant



Qual



0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%

Trouble Finding Where to Get Exam

Lack of Appointment Availability

Cost of Exam

Lack of Time

COVID-19 Safety Concerns

Unnecessary

Fear of Results or Diagnosis

Which of the following reasons best describe why 
you have not attended an eye exam in the past 
12 months? 

Quant
(“None of the Above” 10%)



0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45%

Absolutely Certain

Very Likely

About 50-50

Not Very Likely

Would Not Consider

Don't Know / No Opinion

How likely are you to make an appointment with a 
different eye care provider, instead of your 
current, within the next 12 months? 

Quant



“How is the behavior of consumers changing regarding 

the eye industry at large?”

• Discussion remained consistent for decades

• What has changed is the number of poor experiences they will 

sustain before making a new choice (just one now)

• Feeling dismissed has consequences

• Becoming a Rejector

• Switching to a big-box experience

The issues haven’t changed: the action has
Qual



Qual





Trends in Dental Worth Watching

• Lack of trust with diagnoses and cost (and new tech)

• Consumers wonder aloud online whether their experiences 

with diagnoses and cost are “normal”

• There is/was a worry about how delaying care would affect 

overall health

• A fear we don’t often see expressed by public in eye health

• This is where Dental Rejectors live – in anxiety and 

sometimes fear / embarrassmentQual





Trends in Orthopedic Worth Watching

• Timeliness of appointments is Orthopedics biggest weakness

• Where ortho clinics chip away at market share from large 

hospitals due to surgery delays and lack of availability

• Attempts to self-diagnose rampant – especially when 

reaching breaking point before seeking care

• Not helped by lack of clarity and trust in pricing, insurance 

coverage, etc. in decision-making

Qual





COVID-19 worries have begun to 
subside… but memories are long 
about who made them nervous

Qual





Sales is a lagging indicator. 

Let’s get smarter about what’s 
happening before conversion.

Behavior and expectation changes are 
knowable!



Show them their care and needs come 
before sales and you’ll keep them / build 
trust (help them fight anxiety and 
financial fear)

Convert Rejectors with logic, facts, and a 
tie to quality of life & health

Watch for the larger healthcare 
disruption wave as patient expectations 
change 

1

2

3



Thank you! Dean Browell, PhD

Find me on LinkedIn!
Dean@DiscoverFeedback.com



Appendix



0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Absolutely Certain

Very Likely

About 50-50

Not Very Likely

Would Not Consider

Don't Know / No Opinion

How likely are you to make an appointment with 
your usual eye care provider within the next 12 
months? 

Quant



Government & Regulatory Affairs Update
June 15, 2022



The GR Team



The GR Team

• Venable
• Josh Finestone
• Yardly M. Pollas
• Jodie Curtis
• Sheridan O’Kelly
• John Drzewicki

• Counsel
• Rick Van Arnam
• Jim Anderson

• The Vision Council
• Omar Elkhatib

(Government Relations Manager)



Government & 
Regulatory Affairs 
Plan



Government & 
Regulatory Affairs Plan

• Capitol Hill
• Legislative
• Administration 

• House & Senate
• Federal Agencies

• NEC
• FDA
• FTC…



Regulatory State 
of Play



2022 Regulatory Landscape – FDA and UDI 

• UDI Compliance Date for Class I is Sept 23, 2022
• Reminder messaging on UDI being planned

• Exclusion Request for Spectacle Frames Ongoing with FDA
• FDA currently reviewing some additional product information we recently 

submitted.

• UDI Guidance Document on Class I Device Reporting Under 
Review by FDA

• TVC submitted comments seeking clarity on devices with lenses and 
spectacle frame and on sales through professional groups

• FDA review is still ongoing.  It will be “published when ready.”



Trade and Supply Chain 
• China Section 301 Duties Remain In Place As 

Of Now
• Exclusion process for some products reopened
• TVC outreach at USTR and Congress to reopen 

exemption process for optical products
• Possibility that Congress will restore exclusion 

process
• Recent sound bites suggest that some China 301 

duties could be removed
• Biden and Yellen made comments suggesting 301 tariffs 

on non-strategic products could be removed

• Inflation is new reason to do away with China duties



Proposition 65 
• Proposition 65

• Short form warning label revision has been postponed
• OEHHA says it will revisit the issue in “several weeks”
• OEHHA clearly wants companies to call out chemicals on short form 

label
• Many members use the short form label

• WARNING Cancer - http://www.p65warnings.ca.gov/



GR Plan Moving 
Forward



Post Election Landscape



The Vision Council Member Engagement 

GOVERNMENT & REGULATORY AFFAIRS OFFICE HOURS
The Vision Council encourages members to maximize their 
membership by taking advantage of exclusive access to the 

organization’s government relations and regulatory affairs team. 

Member Input + GR Plan = Success



THANK YOU
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